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Abstract—This paper presents a method to jointly estimate
the frequency-dependent absorption coefficients of the walls,
ceiling and floor in a room from several impulse response
measurements. The principle of the approach is to search among
the observations for temporal windows of fixed size in which
there is only one manifestation of acoustic reflection, based on
the geometry of the setup which is assumed known up to some
error. A probablistic procedure inspired by RANSAC that rejects
putative outliers is devised for this purpose. Once the windows
have been selected, the parameters of interest are estimated from
the magnitude spectrograms of room impulse responses by min-
imizing a constrained cost function. Extensive simulation results
on random shoebox rooms reveal that absorption coefficients can
be efficiently recovered with the procedure, and that increasing
the number of measurements improve the results while enhancing
the robustness to noise and to geometrical uncertainty.

Index Terms—Room Impulse Response, Absorption Coeffi-
cients, Impedance, Room Acoustics, RANSAC

I. INTRODUCTION

When sound propagates inside a room, its interaction with
reflective surfaces such as the walls, the floor and the ceiling
leads to the phenomenon of reverberation, which can be
an important source of nuisance for the users. The main
parameters an acoustician can act on to tackle this issue are
the room’s absorption coefficients αk[f ] ∈ [0, 1], namely, the
ratio of sound energy that is not reflected by surface k, within
a given frequency band f . The absorption profiles of building
materials are generally provided by the manufacturers after
being measured in isolation under laboratory conditions. How-
ever, estimating these profiles in situ for acoustic diagnosis
purposes remains a challenging problem to date.

A coarse but simple approach consists in using the well-
known Sabine or Eyring formulas, that relates the surface-
weighted mean absorption coefficient ᾱ[f ] to the reverberation
time in that frequency band, the volume, and the total bound-
ary surface of the room. If the unknown surfaces in the room
are assumed to have similar absorption profiles, they can be
roughly deduced in this way. The attractivity of this approach
is that the reverberation time is a global acoustic quantity that
can be easily obtained using a single measurement from a
simple apparatus. However, these formulas critically rely on
the assumption of a homogeneous, diffuse sound field, which
is violated for most commonly encountered rooms, making
the approach unsuitable in practice. An attempt to alleviate

this limitation using virtually-supervised deep learning and
a single room impulse response (RIR) measurement was
recently proposed in [1] and validated on real data, but remains
limited to the estimation of ᾱ[f ] rather than individual profiles.

Instead, standard techniques for in situ estimation use ded-
icated apparatus that must be carefully placed at a precisely
measured position with-respect to one surface of interest in
order to minimize interference with reflections from other
surfaces. An extensive review of such techniques is provided
in [2] and a more recent approach is presented in [3]. Such
measurements need to be repeated for every surface in the
room which is time consuming and not always feasible.

Given this state of affair, an attractive research direction to
simplify acoustic diagnosis is to devise techniques that can
estimate all the absorption profiles in a room jointly from a
small set of acoustic measurements at arbitrary locations. This
difficult inverse problem has received relatively little attention
in the literature. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, all
previously proposed techniques rely on a discretization of
the wave equation using, e.g., boundary element methods or
finite-difference time domain methods [4]–[7]. A well-known
limitations of these techniques is that their computational
and memory costs grow with ∆D

s , where ∆s is the space
discretization step and D the number of space dimensions,
which can quickly become intractable. Because of this, [6], [7]
are limited to 2D rooms and [4], [5] are limited to frequencies
below 125 Hz and 450 Hz, respectively. Another limitation
of these wave-based techniques is their sensitivity to the
knowledge of the exact geometry of the setup, namely, the
positions of the sources, microphones and surfaces, which is
always only approximately available in practice. Interestingly,
[6] proposes a sparsity-based method to jointly estimate the
source position and the walls’ impedance, in the 2D setting.
Alternatively, some recent methods attempted to directly map
a single RIR measurement and the known geometry to the set
of absorption coefficients of surfaces using deep learning on
a training dataset generated by a room acoustic simulator [8],
[9]. However, such method are expected to be very sensitive
to the realism and the range of the simulated training set, and
their generalisation capabilities have not been tested.

In this paper, a new optimization-based approach is pro-
posed that relies on a set of RIRs obtained from source-
microphone pairs at arbitrary locations in a room. The geom-



etry of the setup is assumed known but only up to some errors
of, e.g., a few centimeters. This can be used to approximately
estimate the times of arrival (TOAs) of the direct path and
of the manifestations of acoustic reflections inside the RIRs,
refered to as echoes, using the image source method [10].
To alleviate the difficulty of modeling the spectral phases of
acoustic echoes, both due to TOA errors and to the unknown
phase responses of surfaces, the RIRs are represented in the
magnitude time-frequency domain. The task is then formu-
lated as an optimization problem over a selected subset of
RIR windows that are expected to contain an isolated echo,
under the multiplicative constraints arising from the image
source model. To improve the selection of RIR windows, a
robust, probabilistic approach inspired by the random sample
consensus (RANSAC) method [11] is devised. Experiments on
500 simulated random shoebox rooms reveal that the approach
can jointly recover 80% of the absorption coefficients of the
6 surfaces in 16 linearly spaced frequency bands with an
absolute error under 0.1, using as little as 4 RIRs. Further,
increasing the number of RIRs is shown to improve the results
while enhancing the robustness to noise and to geometrical
uncertainty.

II. ACOUSTIC AND SIGNAL MODELS

Let us consider S omnidirectional sound sources placed
at known locations {rs}Ss=1 ⊂ R3 and M omnidirectional
microphones placed at known locations {r′m}Mm=1 ⊂ R3 inside
a room bounded by K surfaces with known geometry. It is
assumed that the setup is calibrated, so that the discrete-time-
domain effect of every source-microphone pair on a source
signal can be modeled by the same, unknown, finite impulse
response (FIR) d̃[t]. Likewise, the effect of each surface k
on an impinging signal is assumed independent of the angle
of incidence and modeled by an unknown FIR w̃k[t]. Here,
t is a discrete time index and the microphones’ frequency
of sampling in Hz is denoted by f̄ . Sound propagation from
source s to microphone m is modeled using the image source
method (ISM) [10]. For convenience, the images of a given
source s are indexed by a multidimensional tuple k ∈ K
defined as follows1:
• k = () (the empty tuple) denotes the true source s itself,

i.e., the direct propagation path,
• k = (k) denotes the image source associated to a first-

order reflection on surface k,
• k = (k1, k2) denotes the image source associated to a

second-order reflection on surface k1 and then k2,
• etc., up to reflection order Qmax.

If rs,k ∈ R3 denotes the position of the k-th image of source s
according to the ISM, the time of arrival (TOA) of this image
source at microphone m expressed in samples is given by:

τs,m,k = f̄‖rs,k − r′m‖/c. (1)

1Here, K only contains image sources that are not occluded. For the sake of
simplicity occlusions are assumed independent of the microphone positions,
although this may not be the case in non-convex rooms.

Let x̃s,m[t] denote a measured room impulse response (RIR)
from source s to microphone m. Given the above assumptions,
it can be expressed as :

x̃s,m[t] =
∑
k∈K

h̃s,m,k · (φ̃s,m,k ∗ ṽk)[t] + ẽs,m[t] (2)

where ∗ denotes discrete-time convolution and:
• h̃s,m,k is a scalar gain capturing the attenuation due to

sound propagation in free field. In this paper we use
h̃s,m,k = f̄/cτs,m,k. This could be modified to account
for atmospheric attenuation, which is here neglected.

• ṽk[t] is an FIR referred to as an echo, capturing the joint
effect of the source, the receiver and surfaces inside of k
on the received source signal.

• φ̃s,m,k is an all-pass fractional delay filter delaying the
echo ṽk by τs,m,k, namely, φ̃s,m,k[t] = sinc(t− τs,m,k)

where sinc(t) = sin(πt)
πt .

• ẽs,m[t] is a residual term capturing the effect of image
sources of higher order than Qmax and measurement
noise.

Each echo can be further decomposed as follows:

ṽ() = d̃, ṽ(k) = d̃ ∗ w̃k, ṽ(k1,k2) = d̃ ∗ w̃k1 ∗ w̃k2 , . . . (3)

and is assumed to be of length at most Lv in samples. Let
xs,m,t[f ] be the squared magnitude of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the windowed RIR x̃s,m[t : t + 2F −
1] ∈ R2F , where f is a discrete frequency index. The window
is here assumed to be larger than the length of echoes, i.e.,
2F > Lv . For each image source k, the set of relevant RIR
windows is then defined as follows:

J ∗k =
{

(s,m, t)|τs,m,k ∈ W−t , τs,m,k′ 6=k /∈ W+
t

}
(4)

whereW−t = [t : t+2F−Lv] andW+
t = [t−Lv : t+2F−1].

In words, J ∗k is the set of (s,m, t) triplets for which k is
the only visible image source in the windowed RIR x̃s,m[t :
t+2F −1], and hence the only non-zero term in the sum over
K in (2). By taking the squared magnitude of the DFT of (2)
and using the (approximate) discrete convolution theorem, we
obtain the simple expression:

∀ (s,m, t) ∈ J ∗k , xs,m,t[f ] = hs,m,kvk[f ] + es,m,t[f ] (5)

where es,m,t[f ] is an error term, hs,m,k = |h̃s,m,k|2 and
vk = |DFT{ṽk}|2. Crucially, since the fractional delay filters
φ̃s,m,k[t] are all-pass, this makes their expressions in the short-
term magnitude Fourier domain disappear. Let w1, . . . , wK
and d be the squared magnitude DFTs of w̃1, . . . , w̃K and
d̃, respectively. Note that wk corresponds to the reflection
profile of the surface k while αk

def
= 1 − wk corresponds to

its absorption profile, both taking values in [0, 1]F+1 (only
no-negative frequencies are considered). In acoustic standards,
absorption profiles are usually defined over 6 logarithmically-
spaced octave bands centered at .125, .250, . . . , 4 kHz, for
perceptual reasons. Here, they are defined in the discrete
Fourier domain over linearly-spaced positive frequencies, as



this is more natural from a signal-processing and information-
theoretic perspective. Nevertheless, one scale can be converted
to the other using appropriate interpolation schemes. The
following multiplicative relations derived from (3) can now
be written:

v() = d, v(k) = d · wk, v(k1,k2) = d · wk1 · wk2 , . . . (6)

For each f , estimating the reflection coefficients
w1[f ], . . . , wK [f ] and the source-microphone gain d[f ]
given {xs,m,t[f ]}s,m,t and the known TOAs (1) can now be
cast as the following minimization problem2:

argmin
d[f ]≥0,

w1:K [f ]∈[0,1]

∑
k∈K,
q(k)≤Q

∑
(s,m,t)∈J ∗k

∣∣xs,m,t[f ]−hs,m,kvk[f ]
∣∣2 (7)

with expressions for vk[f ] given by (6) and q(k) ∈ [0, Qmax]
denoting the order of image source k. Note that Q, the maxi-
mum order used for the estimation, may be lower than Qmax,
the maximum order used to identify relevant RIR windows in
(5). This is a non-convex, non-linear, constrained optimization
problem that amounts to constrained least-square problems
in individual variables. It can be solved using a properly
initialized nonlinear programming solver3. In practice, an
initial estimate of d[f ] can be obtained using Q = 0. The
solution is then a simple weighted average across all relevant
direct-path RIR windows. An initial estimate for each wk[f ]
can then be similarly obtained by fixing d[f ] and using Q = 1.

III. GEOMETRICAL UNCERTAINTY AND ROBUSTNESS

In practice, the positions of the sources, microphones and
surfaces in the room are never known exactly, but up to some
uncertainty. Even errors of a few centimeters will have a non-
negligible impact on the TOAs estimated by (1), and hence
on the computation of J ∗k which may then include spurious
RIR windows that either contain a wrong echo or multiple
interfering echoes, or miss some relevant RIR windows. These
effects will be strengthen if the echo length Lv is underesti-
mated. This will in turn severely degrade the results obtained
by minimizing (7). To account for this, the positions of the
sources, microphones and surfaces are assumed to be available
up to an error with standard deviation (std) σgeo, in centimeters.
A Gaussian probabilistic model on TOAs is then assumed:

p(τs,m,k) = N (τs,m,k;µs,m,k, σ
2
k) (8)

where µs,m,k is the theoretical TOA calculated from (1) and
σk = (q(k) + 2)σgeof̄/c is the std of TOA errors (assumed
independently distributed), which increases linearly with the
reflection order q(k). The set of most likely relevant RIR win-
dows can now be defined as J top

k = {argmax(s,m,t) πs,m,t,k},
where

πs,m,t,k = p(τs,m,k ∈ W−t ∩ τs,m,k′ 6=k /∈ W+
t ), (9)

2Note that the nonnegativity constraints can in fact be dropped thanks to
the nonnegativity of h, v, and the absence of echo mixing.

3For this paper, we used the fmincon solver of Matlab.

Algorithm 1 RANSAC-inspired approach
Input: f,K, Niter, {xs,m,t[f ], hs,m,k, πs,m,t,k}s,m,t,k
Output : {J ransac

k,f }k∈K
1: S := −∞ ; // Initial score
2: for n = 1, 2, . . . , Niter do
3: Draw (s,m, t) with probability prop. to πs,m,t,();
4: d̂[f ] := xs,m,t[f ]

hs,m,()
; // Direct path

5: for k = 1, 2, . . . , 6 do
6: Draw (s,m, t) with probability prop. to πs,m,t,(k) ;
7: ŵk[f ] := xs,m,t[f ]

d̂[f ]hs,m,(k)
; // Reflection coefficient

8: end for
9: for k ∈ K do

10: v̂k[f ] := d̂[f ]
∏
k∈k ŵk[f ] ;

11: Ĵ ransac
k,f :=

{
(s,m, t) |

∣∣∣xs,m,t[f ]−v̂k[f ]hs,m,k

v̂k[f ]hs,m,k

∣∣∣ < 0.1
}

;
12: end for
13: Ŝ :=

∑
k∈K

∑
(s,m,t)∈Ĵ ransac

k,f
hs,m,k ; // Compute score

14: if Ŝ > S then
15: S := Ŝ ;
16: ∀k,J ransac

k,f := Ĵ ransac
k,f ;

17: end if
18: end for

and be used instead of J ∗k in (7). Probabilities πs,m,t,k in (9)
can be computed in closed form using (8) and the erf function.
In practice, windows with probabilities lower than 0.1% are
discarded.

However, purely relying on J top
k may be limited as it

corresponds to a much smaller set of observations than J ∗k .
Moreover, regardless of geometrical uncertainty, some of the
observations indexed by J ∗k may contain faulty information
due to interference with echoes of order higher than Qmax
or due to noise. To tackle this issue, an approach combining
the probabilistic geometrical model (8) with a robust window
selection procedure based on the RANSAC algorithm [11] is
proposed. For a fixed f , at each iteration, a set of 7 triple-
indices (s,m, t) is drawn from probabilities proportional to
πs,m,t,k (for k = (), (1), . . . , (6)), thus obtaining a minimal set
from which it is possible to compute a tentative room acoustic
model (d̂[f ], ŵ1[f ], ..., ŵ6[f ]) according to (7). Then, for each
k, the subset Ĵ ransac

k,f is computed so that it contains the triple-
indices (s,m, t) for which xs,m,t[f ] matches the room acoustic
model within a relative error of 10%. Ĵ ransac

k,f is by definition
the the set of inliers. Finally, the subset J ransac

k,f containing
the highest weighted number of inliers across all iterations
is selected. This procedure is summarized in pseudo-code in
Algorithm 1.

The score used in line 13 favors models that provide a
large amount of inliers with short TOAs, thanks to the weights
hs,m,k = (f̄/cτs,m,k)2. Encouraging short TOAs in this way
showed to improve results, because the echo density in earlier
parts of RIRs is known to be lower [12], hence limiting the
risk of interference between echoes. It also participates in
tackling noise as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of RIRs tends



to increase over time. The set J ransac
k,f hence obtained, which

may differ for each f , can then be used as a replacement for
J ∗k in (7).

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The following experiments are carried out on a dataset
of synthetic shoebox (K = 6) RIRs simulated with the
room acoustics simulator ROOMSIM [13]. Simulated RIRs
are cropped to 250ms, sampled at a rate f̄ = 16 kHz and
include specular reflections up to order 20. 500 rooms are
simulated with length, width and height sampled uniformly in
[3, 10]×[3, 10]×[2, 5] in meters. Each room contains S sources
and M microphones whose positions are sampled uniformly
in the room under the constraints of non-closeness to surfaces
(1 meter) and non-mutual-closeness (1 meter). Absorption
profiles defined by 6 absorption coefficients in logarithmically-
spaced octave bands centered at .125, .250, . . . , 4 kHz are
randomly drawn as described in [1] and [9] in order to sim-
ulate realistic, diverse and representative room acoustics. The
corresponding ground-truth DFT-domain profiles are obtained
with an appropriate interpolation scheme. A simple Dirac is
used for the source-microphone direct-path FIR of every RIR.
It is not assumed known but its estimation by the proposed
methods, although important to correctly estimate w1, . . . , w6,
is not specifically evaluated here as the focus of this study is
the estimation of absorption profiles. White Gaussian noise
is added to the RIRs to achieve a fixed peak signal-to-
noise (PSNR). In order to model geometrical uncertainty,
the positions of the sources and of the microphones as well
as the dimensions of the room that are used for computing
TOAs in (1) are not those used for generating the data. Their
differences follow a centered normal distribution of std σgeo.
In all experiments, the true value of σgeo was used to compute
the sets J top

k and J ransac
k , implying that the precision of the

geometrical measurement device is known.
Spectrograms are computed using DFT windows of size

2F = 32 samples (2 ms) and a hop size of 1 sample. In
this study, echoes are assumed to be of length Lv = 8
samples (0.5 ms). Image sources in K are computed up to
order Qmax = 2 only, as explicitly modeling higher order
echoes tended to degrade results. The ground truth absorption
profiles α[f ] = 1−w[f ] for f = 0, . . . , F (DFT resolution) are
obtained by linear interpolation of the octave-band absorption
profiles in the same way as ROOMSIM. The corresponding
linearly-spaced frequency bands are approximately centered at
0 Hz, 470 Hz, . . . , 8 kHz. Preliminary experiments revealed
that none of the proposed approaches were able to correctly
estimate absorption values at the lowest (DC) frequency band
f = 0, yielding values close to random. Hence, this frequency
band is omitted in the following results. This limitation can
be explained by the relatively short DFT window size em-
ployed in this study. On the other hand, increasing window
sizes showed to degrade results by decreasing the number
of windows containing isolated echoes. The opportunity to
consider adaptive window sizes is left for future work.

Subset σgeo
Q = 1 Q = 2

MAE CE (%) MAE CE (%)

J ∗
k

0 cm 0.095 79.7 0.128 71.1
2 cm 0.108 74.7 0.132 69.6

J top
k 2 cm 0.128 71.7 0.119 69.7

J ransac
k 2 cm 0.088 82.9 0.082 84.6

Table I: Mean absolute error (MAE) and percentage of correct
estimates (CE) obtained by minimizing (7) over different RIR
window subsets and over image sources up to order Q.

Two metrics are used to evaluate the estimation of ab-
sorption coefficients over all frequencies, surfaces and rooms:
the mean absolute error (MAE) and the total percentage of
correctly estimated (CE) coefficients, i.e. with an error smaller
than 0.1 (recall that absorption coefficients take values between
0 and 1). This threshold is meant to reflect what would be an
appropriate tolerance for acoustic diagnosis purpose.

The first experiment compares the results obtained by mini-
mizing the proposed objective (7) over the three presented RIR
window subsets, namely, J ∗k , J top

k and J ransac
k . Here, S = 3

sources and M = 3 microphones (9 RIRs) are used in each
of the 500 rooms, and the PSNR is fixed to 50 dB. Note that
in some rare cases (< 1% for J ransac using 4 RIRs or more)
a RIR subset J(k) can be empty, making the estimation of αk
impossible or very poor. In such cases, the estimate α̂k(f) is
arbitrarily set to the middle value 0.5.

The first row of table I shows results obtained using J ∗k and
assuming the geometry is exactly known, i.e., σgeo = 0 cm.
Using echoes of order 1 only (Q = 1), a MAE just below
0.1 is obtained and nearly 80% of absorption coefficients
are correctly estimated, demonstrating the viability of the
proposed optimization scheme (7). However, as expected, both
metrics are significantly worsened when geometrical perturba-
tions (σgeo = 2 cm) are added. In addition, in both cases, the
method is not able to leverage RIR windows containing echoes
of order 2 (Q = 2), which only degrade results. This owes
to the fact that higher order echoes are likelier to interfere
with those of order 2, which cannot be taken into account by
this direct, deterministic approach. Using only the most likely
window for each echo according to the proposed probabilistic
model (J top

k ) slightly improve matters when Q = 2, but
degrades results for Q = 1 due to the ensuing reduction of
available observations. Finally, the proposed RANSAC-based
uncertainty-aware solution outperformed the two others in all
cases, lowering the MAE to nearly 0.08 and increasing the
correct estimation rate to nearly 85% using echoes up to order
2. This shows that the proposed scheme of robustly selecting
from a larger pool of RIR windows can successfully exclude
spurious observations affected by mis-modeled interference
between echoes and measurement noise.

The second experiment focuses on the best performing
method in the first one, namely, J ransac

k , Q = 2. It jointly stud-
ies the influence of the number of sources S and microphones
M on its performances and its robustness to measurement
noise and geometrical error. As expected, Fig. 1 reveals that re-
ducing the PSNR and increasing σgeo systematically decreases



performance. On the other hand, increasing the number of
available RIRs per room consistently improves both the MAE
and CE metrics, eventually compensating the degradation. This
suggests that the proposed approach succeeds in selecting the
most relevant RIR windows despite their increasing number.
Note that with PSNR = 50 dB and σgeo = 2 cm, using only
4 RIRs with (S,M) = (2, 2) suffices to reach a satisfying
MAE close to 0.1, with 78% of correct estimates. Interestingly,
similar results are obtained for a somewhat more practical
setup consisting of S = 1 source and M = 5 microphones.
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Fig. 1: Mean absolute error and percentage of correct estimates
achieved with the proposed RANSAC selection procedure with
Q = 2 for different numbers of sources and microphones and
various levels of noise and geometrical error.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, the inverse problem of estimating the surface
absorption profiles of a room using multiple impulse responses
was investigated. This estimation was achieved by optimizing
an objective function in the magnitude time-frequency domain
on a subset of relevant room impulse response windows se-
lected with a geometrically-guided approach. Results showed
that this approach performs accurate estimations of the absorp-
tion coefficients above 400 Hz, even when geometrical errors
and ambient noise are included. The probabilistic and robust
version of this approach based on the RANSAC algorithm
was shown to improve estimation by leveraging additional
information provided by second-order reflections. Increasing
the number of RIRs was shown to significantly reduce errors
and to improve the robustness of the approach.

Future work will include applications of the presented
approach to real data, which may be difficult due to longer
source-microphone responses d̃[t]. Deep generative models
optimizing an objective function similar to (7) will be devel-
oped to improve the generalization to real data using both la-
belled simulated data and unlabelled real measurements during
training. Ultimately, the aim is to perform estimation blindly
from RIRs, i.e., with partial or no geometrical knowledge, by
jointly estimating the absorption profiles and the geometrical
parameters.
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